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1

Introduction

This introductory section of Deliverable 3.1 outlines briefly goals and objective of ASSESS
CT, of work package 3, and of this report, before, in summary fashion, the overall approach
to the deliverable is being sketched. The subsequent Section 2 provides more in depth
information about the policy and strategic background; it introduces into the concepts of
economic impact assessment, makes reference to existing publications and literature, and
presents the validation results of the First ASSESS CT Expert Workshop.

1.1

Goals and objectives

ASSESS CT aims to investigate the fitness of the international clinical terminology
SNOMED CT as a potential standard for EU-wide eHealth deployments. In a joint one-year
effort, ASSESS CT is addressing a number of issues related to the current use of SNOMED
CT such as reasons for adoption/non-adoption of SNOMED CT, lessons learned, success
factors, type and purpose of use, multilingualism, cultural differences, strengths and
weaknesses.
Using results from literature review, survey, interviews, focus groups and workshops,
ASSESS CT is reviewing the current state of use of SNOMED CT, the fulfilment of
semantic interoperability (SIOp) use cases, known technical and organisational drawbacks
and the way the terminology is improved and maintained. ASSESS CT scrutinises the
adoption of SNOMED CT Europe-wide scenario (ADOPT) against two alternative
scenarios: to abstain from actions at the EU level (ABSTAIN), or to devise an EU-wide
semantic interoperability framework alternative without SNOMED CT (ALTERNATIVE).
Furthermore, ASSESS-CT will analyse the impact of SNOMED CT adoption from a socioeconomic viewpoint, encompassing management, business, organisational and governance
aspects, which is the core objective of WP3. In sum, the core objectives of WP are the
following:





investigate the use of SNOMED CT from an economic and financial perspective
provide the business model and financial data of using SNOMED CT for
preparing the deployments of eHealth services under CEF
categorise, develop indicators and assess the costs and benefits of SNOMED
CT
analyse and assess issues and impacts of adoption barriers of political,
institutional, legal, and governance nature

The Description of Action identifies this Deliverable D3.1 as Assessment Framework: List of
Cost and Benefit Indicators. In essence, the deliverable summarises discussions, activities,
internal paper production, and workshop in- and outputs that are based on the first three
tasks of WP3:





T3.1 Development of socio-economic impact assessment framework
o Performing a stakeholder analysis
o Defining cost-benefit analysis (CBA) as the approach taken for turning
theoretical assessment foundations into a pragmatic evaluation tool.
o Collecting information on the SNOMED CT ADOPT scenario with the
scenarios ALTERNATIVE and ABSTAIN from experts and dedicated focus
groups
T3.2 Cost assessment
T3.3 Qualitative and quantitative benefits assessment

The figure below broadly summarises the working tasks constituting WP3.
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Figure 1: Overview WP3 work tasks
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Scope and approach

This deliverable is based on discussions and work from weekly WP3 meetings, input and
comments from external experts through the first ASSESS CT workshops, and input from
the other ASSESS CT WPs. It builds on and received constructive input from discussions
and meetings within the project and with external actors and experts. This first of two WP3
deliverables presents the initial work from the first half of the project. It focuses on the
definition and listing of potential costs and benefits when adopting a clinical terminology,
with the particular, yet by no means exclusive, example of SNOMED CT.
Overall, the impact assessment of SNOMED CT a clinical terminology aims to critically
collect, analyse, and interpret both benefits and costs (tangible and in-tangible; financial
and non-financial) of using SNOMED CT for eHealth deployment. This socio-economic
perspective encompasses the impacts to all affected actors. This includes all stakeholders
and aggregates their respective gains and losses, or benefits and costs.
Economically assessing SNOMED CT, comparatively against its alternatives, and in
absolute terms, poses a plethora of methodological, practical, and political challenges.
Given the limited evidence for the impact of SNOMED CT from real life implementations,
much work is required when framing various adoption and implementation strategies with
underlying assumptions and potential costs.
Moreover, the definition and agreements on benefits of adopting clinical terminologies
(locally, regionally, or nationally), in general, and of SNOMED CT, in particular, pose
additional challenges: serious operationalisation, quantification and distinctions of benefits
potentially realisable from semantic interoperability, let alone a single clinical terminology
system, is highly complex, at best. In the complex multi-level system of healthcare service
provisioning, related infrastructure, IT, regulatory and legal sub-systems, what is cause and
what is effect of particular interventions - in other words: the causal mechanisms - are
nearly impossible to establish.
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As a caveat to D3.1, it must be noted that consequently the benefits as listed in Section 5.2
will and cannot not be operationalised, i.e. measured. They merely serve as an illustration
of the broad debate about potentials of realising health IT interoperability, semantic
interoperability, and the sub-component therein of clinical terminologies such as SNOMED
CT. For the actual cost-benefit analysis towards the end of the project, we aim at a working
out a much reduced list of benefits that is based on actual narrow cost savings in European
infrastructure development, deployment and coordination activities deriving from SNOMED
CT.
Against this setting, in this deliverable, the first step of a socio-economic assessment
framework for the adoption of SNOMED CT as a core terminology to solve semantic
interoperability issues is presented: a structured, balanced analysis of possible benefits and
cost categories and respective indicators as discussion ground for a final socio-economic
assessment method. This overall value assessment in the ASSESS CT should support
action covers all financial, institutional, governance, and business aspects.
Such assessment includes, for example, in sum:




Investigating the use of SNOMED CT to solve semantic interoperability issues from
an economic and financial perspective
Categorising and developing indicators and assess the costs and benefits of
SNOMED CT
Analysing and assessing issues and impacts of adoption barriers, and of political,
institutional, legal, and governance nature.

Only through a robust methodological approach based on policy and public investment
evaluation tools, it can be ensured to objectively investigate the benefits SNOMED CT for
semantic interoperability without inserting bias towards underplaying the costs. Avoiding
bias, for example, means to confront the positive impacts of SNOMED CT with analysing
further the reasons for some countries not adopting SNOMED CT.
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2

Impact assessment and cost-benefit
analysis

2.1

Cost-Benefit Analysis

For a comprehensive socio-economic analysis, data to measure the benefits and costs for
each specific stakeholder are needed. Monetary values have to be assigned for the
economic performance to be evaluated. This enables, in the aggregate, potential common
patterns, trends and relationships to be identified. The method that supports the linking of
these data is cost-benefit analysis (CBA). CBA allows different outcomes to be evaluated
through common measures, and it can reflect a different allocation of resources before and
after an investment. A key merit of CBA is that it allows for comparative, as well as singleoption evaluation over time.
In several countries CBA is the recommended method for evaluation of public investments.
The UK Treasury Green Book1 is an example and defines cost-benefit analysis as
“Analysis which quantifies in monetary terms as many of the costs and benefits of a
proposal as feasible, including items for which the market does not provide a satisfactory
measure of economic value.”
CBA is often described as an economic tool. It should, however, be seen as aiming to
assign monetary values to seek to estimate the net benefit over time arising from the costs
and benefits of an investment of resources. In this context, the costs and benefits identified
reveal all the stakeholders and actors who can be affected by the investment of resources.
These stakeholders range from individual people, to the organisations and institutions of a
particular society to the society itself. Additionally, the stakeholder perspectives will be
taken into account including the special dynamics between stakeholders as benefits for one
stakeholder may result in costs for another.
Monetary values assigned to costs and benefits should be based on market prices
whenever they are available, because prices tend to reflect the best alternative use of the
resources available. Some costs and benefits are however social, environmental,
organisational or cultural, and have no obvious market price to reflect their values. When
dealing with these types of impact, ‘benefits’ should be understood as changes towards a
more desired situation, and ‘costs’ should include items like reduced comfort or extra effort
associated with the introduction of new solutions. The monetarisation of these intangible
costs can be difficult at times.
The methodology should provide a robust estimate of economic performance over time,
and not an incisive tool that produces precise, undisputable numbers. The focus of the
methodology is to show whether a particular investment in interoperable systems can be
expected to have a positive or a negative overall impact, measured mainly in net benefits,
rather than on the exact aggregated value of the achieved benefits. The same principles
apply to the other measures: for example, a 70% share of benefits to patients should be
interpreted as a considerable majority of all benefits, rather than exactly 70%.

2.2

Towards an impact assessment

Identifying the key impacts of a particular new system in essence involves a thorough
understanding of the current and emerging difficulties related to the old working practices,
as well as the healthcare system in which the new implementation is embedded. The points
1

The Green Book: appraisal and evaluation in central government. Last updated: 19 November 2014, HM Treasury,
London, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/220541/green_book_complete.pdf
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of impact are usually triggered by a switch to a new model of internal process organisation
or even service provision.
At the root of rigorous impact assessment lays answering four separate questions:
 What is changing? Is it organisational processes; the care system; patient’s
involvement?
 How it is changing? Is the impact positive or negative?
 Why it is changing?
 When it is changing? Does acceptance or resistance affect the pace of change?
Applying technical and clinical use cases in the health sector as well as concrete
application scenarios as detailed descriptions of potential futures allows for the identification
of core
 health system actors,
 technologies,
 workflows and steps, and
 any other factor or variable
impacting on or being impacted by benefits and costs to be recorded or estimated. To
realise this, it will be necessary to develop a realistic process model of implementation and
adoption strategies, and to measure (or estimate) the related outcomes/benefits as well as
inputs and their costs.

2.3

Quantification of impact and ensuring
comparability

In order to ensure comparability between different impact measurers, they should be
quantified into a unified unit system. A pragmatic way of doing this is by assigning monetary
values to the identified impacts, both positive as well as negative. Positive impacts of any
nature can then be added together under benefits, whereas negative impacts are
aggregated into costs. It is important to stress that the resulting quantitative measures,
although presented in euro, do not reflect financial flows or only the economic aspects of
impact. They are merely a comparable representation, i.e. an index, of the impact, including
economic as well as social, cultural, and organisational aspects. They are not a profit and
loss, rate of return, return on investment, balance sheet, or other accounting calculation.
This rationale is explained based on the examples of economic, social, organisational, and
cultural aspects of impact and how they can be quantified by assigning monetary values to
them.
Economic aspects
Economic impacts include the monetary expression of costs and benefits over time. Costs
are often much easier measured than benefits. However, also for benefits a variety of tools
are available for meaningful estimations. Examples are proxy prices, willingness to pay
studies or time savings converted into monetary equivalents based on income. Data for
modelling these impacts have to be integrated with the analysis of the social aspects.
Indeed, some classify benefits for patients or the system as social rather than economic
impacts.
Social aspects
Social aspects include universal availability of full healthcare services to all citizens, equal
access to healthcare, and equal high quality of services rendered. A policy of universal
access and quality can have two main sub-aspects. One is a policy of social inclusion; it
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ensures that there is equity of access to healthcare for all types of citizens, regardless of
gender, ethnic background, or ability to pay. The other is geographic inclusion, which
ensures equity of access to healthcare wherever citizens live. There can be some overlap
between these two social factors, but also some important differences. Social inclusion can
depend on the resources or pro-activeness of groups and may require healthcare to be
more responsive to the needs of particularly disadvantaged or vulnerable groups.
Geographic inclusion can involve responding to, and counterbalancing, the remoteness of
communities from main healthcare centres.
The social aspect of the impact should be traced in two ways:
 by qualitative description of the changes resulting from the assessment of the
solution
 by quantifying these impacts and assigning monetary values to them, in order to
allow for comparability in size of impact.
Organisational aspects
Organisational aspects of the impact analysis deal with the question of how interactions are
aggregated in the pursuit of a goal. How are responsibilities and power assigned and
controlled? How are conflicts resolved? This can be observed at the level of healthcare
provider organisations (HPOs), such as changes in power relationships and hierarchy; at
the regional level, on relationships and interactions among HPOs and/or HPOs and
patients; and also at the health system level, like transnationalisation of healthcare
services. Understood in terms of workflows and work practices, the analysis of
organisational aspects cannot be separated from cultural aspects. Organisational culture, or
“the way we do things here”, is a recurrent theme in the management literature when it
comes to explaining performance gaps between the US and Japan in spite of American
attempts to copy Japanese management techniques.
The main organisational themes related to interoperable systems comprise the impact on
leadership, change management, eHealth investment models, organisational structures,
mainstreaming eHealth, work processes and, most importantly, clinical practices. Each of
these can be an important theme individually. When they are combined in a healthcare
setting, they can become the most challenging aspects of making ICT-enabled healthcare
perform better than the traditional form of healthcare delivery.
These themes will be addressed in the impact analyses by focusing in particular on
organisational changes facilitated by interoperable systems, as well as those necessitated
by them. From the experience gained so far, these changes concern particularly the
changes in workflows and related efficiency savings. Monetarising the impact will have the
aim of enabling the comparability and aggregation of impacts, rather than focusing on
financial issues.2 Despite the monetary expression, organisational aspects usually do not
translate into financial flows3.
Cultural aspects
Cultural aspects, on the most general level, are those elements which give meaning to
human activity. They therefore permeate every aspect of citizens’ lives. In the domain of
healthcare, cultural aspects concern first of all the great diversity of attitudes, behaviour,
2

For example, the time saved by a nurse on handling paper records can be expressed as a fraction of the salary that has
been saved.

3

Early studies of changes in work organisation in national health services started, for example, in the UK in the mid-1980s.
Examples include Coombs, R. and K. Green ‘Work organization and product change in the service sector: the case of the
UK National Health Service’. In The Transformation of Work? Skill, flexibility and the labour process, edited by S. Wood.
(1989) London: Unwin Hyman, pp279-294; Coombs, R., D. Knights, and H.C. Willmott (1990) Culture, control and
competition: Towards a Conceptual transformation of the Sociology of Information Technology in Organizations.
Organization studies. 13 (1), pp 51-72.
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and knowledge exchange among professional and non-professional staff involved in
healthcare, and the impact this has on the quality, efficiency, and processes of services.
Cultural aspects affect the size and scope of impact and penetration of eHealth in traditional
healthcare. They are reflected and measured in observed (or estimated) rates and
frequencies of utilising ICT-enabled solutions and processes. Education and training,
professional standards and bodies, rules and regulations, attitudes and behaviour all have
an influence here and are at the same time influenced to some extent by the introduction of
new technologies and organisational models. Cultural aspects enter the analyses mainly as
a potential facilitator, or powerful barrier4, depending on the regional specificities and the
concrete changes required to realise the benefits involved. Accordingly, the change
management costs associated with training, education, professional development, and so
on will differ5.

2.4

State of the art: economic assessments of
SNOMED CT implementation

2.4.1 General overview
The existing research on SNOMED CT adoption has mainly focused on theoretical
foundation and terminological aspects of SNOMED CT. Most of those which have
elaborated on benefits, risk and challenges in organizational, legal or financial aspect for
adaption and implementation of SNOMED CT have unfortunately only conducted
questionnaires and interviews and resulted in subjective opinions and questionable
implication. They also failed to address the situation in practical clinical usage with objective
evidences from existing statistic or cases of implementation.
Since a literature review on implementation has been performed as part of WP1, in the
following list, we summarize briefly the key literature sources and their relevance to
providing evidence of economic nature regarding SNOMED CT implementation.

4

Coiera E (1999) The impact of culture on technology: How do we create a clinical culture of innovation? Medical Journal of
Australia 171:508-9. Also: Narine L and Persaud DD (2003) Gaining and maintaining commitment to large-scale change in
healthcare organizations, Health Services Management Research 16:179-187.

5

Although not from the eHealth domain directly, the following article provides useful illustrations of the consequences of IT
induced change in organisations. Lynne Markus, M (2004) Technochange management: using IT to drive organizational
change, Journal of Information Technology 19(1):4-20. The costs of change in a general internal medicine practice
introducing an Electronic Health Record is described in Baron RJ et al. (2005) Electronic Health Records: Just around the
Corner? Or over the Cliff?, Annals of Internal Medicine 143(3):222-226.
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Cornet, R., & de Keizer, N. (2008). Forty years of SNOMED: a literature review. BMC
medical informatics and decision making, 8(Suppl 1), S2.
Results of the study followed a Medline literature search using PubMed on papers from
1966 to Jun 2006 in which SNOMED plays a role. Among the key findings, the paper
reports that 81% of the found papers concerned a technical evaluation to find an
answer to the question "does it work?", e.g. content coverage, automated classification,
and 19% evaluated SNOMED on the aspect "does it help?" which mostly concerned the
supportive role of SNOMED in retrieving or aggregating patient(group)s and making
management reports



Lee, D., de Keizer, N., Lau, F., & Cornet, R. (2013). Literature review of SNOMED CT
use. Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association, amiajnl-2013.
The paper discusses realised and anticipated benefits from SNOMED CT adoption
which have been taken into account when developing the assessment framework in
work package 3.



Lee, D., Cornet, R., Lau, F., & De Keizer, N. (2013). A survey of SNOMED CT
implementations. Journal of biomedical informatics, 46(1), 87-96.
Through interviews using the Delphi method, the authors of this paper obtained
information on benefits (descriptive) of using SNOMED CT, as well as related
challenges and success factors.



Conley, E., & Benson, T. (2011). SNOMED CT: Who Needs to Know What. European
Journal for Biomedical Informatics, 7(2), 40-47.
Through an online survey completed by health IT professionals, clinicians, managers
etc. in health informatics communities, the authors of the paper were able to report on
perceived benefits and barriers of adoption. A particular point made concerns skills
development – the study identified a substantial gap between what health IT
professionals need to know about SNOMED CT and what is taught in most universities
and college courses on health informatics.



Højen, A. R., Elberg, P. B., & Andersen, S. K. (2013, December). SNOMED CT
adoption in Denmark: why is it so hard?. In European Medical Informatics Conference,
MIE (pp. 226-230).
The authors report that existing research on SNOMED CT adoption has mainly focused
on theoretical foundation and terminological aspects of SNOMED CT. The paper
discusses challenges of implementation of SNOMED CT based on questionnaire and
workshop input from three groups of stakeholders: medical terminology experts,
regional information managers and content managers from five leading vendors of
EHR.



Giannangelo, K., & Berkowitz, L. (2005). SNOMED CT helps drive EHR success. J
AHIMA, 76(4), 66-67.
The authors inform of the experience of adopting SNOMED CT in a multisite practice of
primary care physicians affiliated with Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chicago.
Existing as well as expected benefits are documented but not quantified.

Other publications have comprehensively described challenges and benefits which the
adoption and implementation of SNOMED CT bear, but mostly without concrete support of
statistics or examples of cases. These include:



Benson, T. (2010). Principles of Health Interoperability HL7 and SNOMED. London:
Springer-Verlag.
UK Terminology Centre Guidance. (2011, Aug). SNOMED: Orientation for
implementers.
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eHealth Governance Initiative. (2013, Sept). Making Use of SNOMED and STATUS as
of SEPTEMBER 2013. Information Paper.

2.4.2 Study on the business case for SNOMED CT
The state of the art on related literature clearly shows that the amount of documentation
which takes an economic perspective on SNOMED CT implementation is limited. However,
one prominent example is a business case study commissioned by commissioned the
International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation (IHTSDO), aiming
to help members developing their own business case in order to sustain and expand their
investment in SNOMED CT.6 The need for strong justification of investment, particularly at
national levels, and for explaining benefits of their investment in both qualitative and
quantitative terms are the main drivers for developing a robust assessment framework for
business cases of SNOMED CT.
The study approach was based on a project undertaken by Canada Health Infoway in 2012
which built an internal cost-benefit analysis for nation-wide adoption of SNOMED CT. The
team engaged in the development of the tools comprises a steering committee, a working
group, SNOMED CT implementers and the project consulting team. A variety of techniques
were proposed to be used to explain and quantify the potential value of adopting SNOMED
CT in order to capture more value of EHR investments.
The document has given a detailed account on the advantages of using SNOMED CT in
EHR settings comparing to other terminologies and six implementation stages (see figure
below) were proposed with examples of order-of-magnitude benefits quantification in terms
of potential savings in specified countries. A list of potential costs and benefits of adoption
and implementation in each stage were also investigated and listed.
Figure 2 - Staged benefit and cost packages in IHTSDO commissioned study

Source: Building the Business Case for SNOMED CT® (2014), p. 42.
6

Building the Business Case for SNOMED CT®, Promoting and Realising SNOMED CT®’s value in enabling highperforming health systems, Gordon Point Informatics, Vancouver, BC, 2014.
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Seven implementers of SNOMED CT were invited to participate in the investigation of value
chain and quantification in order to collect evidence of such approaches. Discussions were
carried out aiming to reveal project objectives, area of use of SNOMED CT, benefits and
quantification approaches. The results have shown some successful implementations of
SNOMED CT and relevant benefits experienced by the implementers.
A SNOMED CT Adoption Maturity Model was developed providing a conceptual framework
as the basis for discussion of status or strategies of SNOMED CT implementation in order
to help framing the business case. Two dimensions, Scope of Implementation and
Operational Maturity, with two major areas of barriers, Adoption Hurdles and Sustainability
Hurdles, of implementation separate the maturity status into four quadrants (New, Stable,
Overcommitted and Mature). The document suggests a list of assessment and goal setting
activities for stakeholders concerning the implementation and some potential tactics to deal
with common hurdles in accordance to the maturity model.
Lists of investment categories with major cost components and of benefit categories with
quantifiable sample benefit streams are presented. A detailed account and examples of
quantification techniques for each component was provided, many with the help of formulae
to calculate the estimated savings.
The document is supposed to provide guidelines and techniques for implementers in
assessing costs and benefits and developing their own business case. Yet the suggestions
seem to pose the following challenges:




Quantification of benefits does not exist in most cases of the SNOMED CT
implementers who participated in the study and therefore could not provide evidential
support on the quantification approach.
A lack of clear and concrete indicators with corresponding assessment levels prohibits
implementers or stakeholders to base their actual assessment on.
Many of the approaches and formulae used in the (potential) quantification lack
indication of transparent and reasonable assumptions or are not based on literature
references. This makes it difficult to follow it’s the true value of numerical presentations
and the hidden assumptions. Only those could help in exposing and outlining the
quantification techniques.

In the context of WP3, however, we are critically analysing the document in order to identify
elements of it, which we can use to support our assessment framework by:





Cross-checking the indicators developed by the consortium for consistency and
accuracy in a three-way manner:
1) the developed indicators within the WP3 team are validated by experts as part of
project workshops,
2) are then compared with available indicators mentioned in the business case study;
3) the iterative approach of the methodology as outlined in Section 3 enables a high
degree of quality check through constant and formative improvement cycles.
Analysing underlying assumptions and formulae used in the study and evidence thereof
– credible assumptions and figures may be used, and for rather unrealistic figures
further research will need to be performed.
Focusing the quantification efforts by calculating the relative importance and relevance
of the indicators (see section 2.4). Indicators rated by experts to be more important will
be quantified first and may require more focus and effort than weakly rated indicators
who have less overall economic impact. This way we aim to achieve a more realistic
quantification of prioritised costs and benefits which the IHTSDO business case study
has only partially achieved.
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3

Expert consultation: First ASSESS CT
Workshop

This first validation workshop organised by ASSESS CT took place on 22 May, 2015, in
Brussels and brought the consortium together with reputed experts in order to discuss the
ambitious objectives and the planned approach of the project. In the context of work
package 3, the experts were asked to validate the progress with regards to the cost
indicator development efforts and to review the compiled list of costs up to that point.

3.1

Purpose of the workshop

The main purpose of the workshop regarding work package 3 was to review the preliminary
cost indicator list by European terminology experts. Using the results of the workshop
enabled the work package team to identify:



missed important indicators;
indicators that are not of importance and should not be further explored (e.g. the costs
across the scenarios are the same, the required assumptions cannot be operationalised
or are unrealistic, etc.).

In addition, arguments brought up by the different experts needed to be captured in order to
refine and feed the cost-benefit framework developed as part of ASSESS CT.

3.2

Validation method

The validation by experts consisted of two parts: individual indicator rating and indicator
evaluation group work.
Individual indicator rating
The purpose of the individual indicator rating was that each participant can get familiar with
the preliminary list of indicators, and that they give a pre-evaluation of their usefulness.
Each participant received the preliminary list of indicators and had to rate the importance of
each indicator in a cost-benefit analysis in the context of ASSESS CT on a 4 point Likert
scale (in addition to two don’t know categories).
When asking this question, we want you to answer based on experience and intuition even
if you are not familiar with cost-benefit analysis. Secondly, you could consider whether the
indicator will be likely to show a significant measurable difference between the scenarios.
You will have an indicator description available if you need to understand some of the
indicators in more depth.
Indicator evaluation group work
The purpose of the indicator evaluation group work was to get the participants to:





reflect upon the indicator importance,
for which scenarios they are relevant;
why they are important or unimportant, and
whether any indicator is missing.

The experts were separated into groups of 8-10 people and each group was given a “group
discussion sheet” with ten indicators that they had to discuss and where they could mark up
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their answers to the questions. In addition, group facilitators noted down the arguments
from each group.

3.3

Validation analysis process and results

A qualitative assessment of the expert contributions was performed as a next step. The aim
of the assessment was to revise the preliminary list of indicators, i.e. to determine whether
some indicators should be excluded and/or refined, or whether new ones should be
included.
With regards to the individual ranking assessment, the team explored whether a indicator is
unclear to the audience, e.g. if the option “don’t understand indicator” is chosen or if no
response is given. It was also explored if the majority of negative answers judge the
indicator as not important or less important. In addition, the discussion notes from the group
sessions and the written comments to the individual ranking were explored to assess
whether the participants have strong arguments for or against a specific indicator. Finally,
the consortium members settled on a decision for each indicator from the list.
The results of aggregating each of the weighted answers provide the following indicator
distribution.
Figure 3 - Overview of weighted indicator ranking responses

Note: Red indicators are those for which the workshop participants highly agree they are less important to
include in the ASSESS CT CBA framework. Orange indicators showed conflicts when assessed by the
participants. Green are the indicators that the participants agree are important to include in the ASSESS CT
CBA framework

3.3.1 Indicators to be included in the framework
The workshop participants considered the majority of the indicators in the list very important
or important. In average these indicators scored 17.9. Hence, following cost indicators are
directly included in the framework without further analysis.
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Table 1 – Indicators directly included in the framework without further analysis

Indicator
identifier

Indicator name

Weighted
ranking

C7

Mapping costs

35.5

C9

Integration into software products

30.5

C5

Translation costs

25.5

C17

Users skills development costs

25.5

C8

Implementation testing costs (user pilots, user interface)

25

C4

National extension development costs

24

C6

Subset development costs

20.5

C23

Terminology management system (TMS) costs

20.5

C1

License costs

19

C20

National Release Centre (NRC) costs

13

C12

Terminology binding costs

13

C16

Providers skills development costs

11.5

C18

Instructors training costs

10.5

C3

Release management costs

10.5

C25

Legacy costs of administration

C2

Decision making costs for adoption of terminologies

6.5

C26

Promoting implementations

5.5

C19

Educational material costs

2

7

3.3.2 Indicators to be excluded from the framework
In contrast to the number of indicators rated as important or very important, the number of
indicators rated less or not important is only 4, with an average ranking of -4.8. These four
indicators will be excluded from the final CBA framework.
Table 2 – Indicators excluded from the framework

Indicator
identifier

Indicator name

Weighted
ranking

C11

Pre-and post-coordinated expressions storage costs

-2

C10

Release import costs

C24

Coordination costs

-4

C21

Promotion costs

-9

-2,5

3.3.3 Indicators with diverging ratings
5 indicators were rated by the workshop participants in a way that showed no clear sign of
whether these indicators should be included or excluded. These indicators have an average
score of 0.8, which means that the responses are conflicting in the sense that the amount of
negative responses almost equals the amount of positive responses. Therefore, further
analysis was required to detect the nuances of these responses and assess the
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argumentations from the group discussions to determine whether these indicators should
be included or excluded.
Table 3 – List of indicators with conflicting responses

Indicator
identifier
C19

Indicator name
Educational material costs

Weighted
ranking
2

C14

NRC skills development costs

1.5

C15

Decision making authorities skills development costs

1.5

C22

Requests for change costs

-0.5

C13

Incentive grants costs

-0.5

Education material costs
The indicator Education material costs received 15 positive and 15 negative marks on
importance. Comments by the participants related to the dependence on the
implementation approach, the audience that receives the education, and the type of
education (from, scope).
Discussions among consortium partners showed that education and training is seen as a
major success-factor for realising the potential of a terminology like SNOMED CT.
Therefore, and given the range of users and perspectives needed to be educated, the costs
associated with education material is substantial. However, the size of the indicator will vary
across Member States significantly due to possible different approaches based on
strategies, e.g.







A member/country can choose not to develop further material than the freely available
online resources provided by IHTSDO. This will mean low costs and no focus on
national priorities and use cases. The vendors and the users will have higher costs, and
maybe higher costs due to less success.
A member/country can choose to translate IHTSDO materials, and maybe provide
written guidelines on national use. This is linked to higher costs for national authorities
and more focus on national demands. The costs for vendors and users will be the same
or even less.
A member/country can choose to provide courses and materials for national affiliates
and users, which is associated with even higher costs for national authorities and less
costs for vendors and users.
A member/country can state that it is the vendors’ and the affiliates’ own responsibility
to get education. This will mean low costs for the national authorities but high cost for
vendors and users (many vendors and users will maybe develop redundant educational
materials).

The decision made was to include the indicator into the framework, taking these different
approaches into consideration when implementing the indicator into the CBA framework.
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NRC skills development costs
The answers of the participators regarding the importance of indicator NRC skills
development costs were also scattered – 15 said the indicator was important or very
important, and 15 rated it as less or not important.
The discussions of the participants revolved around the fact that for the ADOPT scenario
the costs associated with this indicator will be relatively low because of support from the
IHTSDO. However, comparing the scenarios, especially the ALTERNATIVE scenario, the
costs will be quite different as there are more terminologies and classifications to manage.
At the same time, SNOMED CT might require different set of skills compared to other
terminologies, such as statistical classifications. Due to these considerations the consortium
did not want to completely exclude this indicator. Instead, it was agreed to merge it with
other costs related to skills development under the name Skills development costs.

Decision making authorities skills development costs
With a 15:15 relation the workshop participants had doubt about the relevance of the
indicator. An argument made was that relatively few people need such education, and that
the associated costs will be low across the scenarios, making the indicator not relevant for
the ASSESS CT CBA framework.
Discussions among consortium partners focused on the fact that the indicator is easily
quantifiable. While few people are affected, they are typically specialist experts whose time
is valuable. The team decided to further elaborate the indicator description in order to clarify
the complexity of the indicator, and include it in the framework.
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Requests for change costs
With 5 workshop participants rating the indicator unimportant and one not understanding
what the indicator is, the team looked at the provided comments and suggestions. The
interpretation of this indicator can be difficult because the costs associated with a request
for change mechanism vary for the different users and perspectives. Costs associated with
requests for change can both be costs associated with submitting a request and costs
associated with managing a change request. The request type (changes to the
terminological model, request for addition or removal of concepts, descriptions or relations)
is also a factor.
For the ADOPT scenario, changes or additions to an affiliate edition of SNOMED CT will be
costs for the affiliate, changes to the national edition - for the member, and changes or
additions to the international edition - for IHTSDO. In all cases, the source of the request
will have costs associated with making the actual request. The situation is similar in the
other scenarios.
Based on this complexity of the indicator it was decided to revise and clarify its definition.

3.4

New suggested indicators

In addition to participants giving comments on the preliminary list of cost indicators, a
number of new indicators were suggested during the workshop. They have been
documented and analysed vis-à-vis the existing indicators and their descriptions.
The majority of the proposed additions are already included in the one or more of the
existing indicators. Few are too specific and do not fit the assessment framework and are
therefore not taken into account in the framework.
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4

Assessment framework and costbenefit-tool development

As first step to the definition and listing of cost and benefit indicators, the assessment
framework guiding the indicator development and definition is presented in this section,
followed by an introduction into the CBA tool development plan and the stakeholder
analysis as intrinsic element and pre-requisite of any economic impact assessment and
cost modelling. empirica has an excellent track record in conceptualising and developing
assessment frameworks and tools for the European Commission as part of projects in
different domains – eHealth, Energy, eInclusion. The assessment process and the
underpinning cost-benefit analysis (CBA) tool are introduced in more detail in the following
sections.

4.1

The assessment process

The assessment process is iterative in its nature, and the steps followed can also be
iterated until achieving the desired result.
Sources for the indicator development
. In order to develop a first set of indicators, the work package team mobilised all available
resources and materials, which include:







previous assessments of SNOMED CT with focus on existing economic evidence (see
Chapter 2)
existing experiences with SNOMED CT, e.g. adoption initiatives in Denmark
other related documents within and outside of IHTSDO that provide evidence or point to
aspects relating to economic indicators
input from other work packages, such as the survey in WP1 and the first results of the
technical work in WP2
expertise of the consortium partners and their hands-on knowledge about SNOMED CT
and relationships with relevant stakeholders
input from experts in the field as part of the First Expert Workshop in May and planned
further involvement in upcoming workshop events

Approach to the indicator development
The following figure summarises the steps to be taken in order to provide a robust
assessment framework and tool that can be used by a wide range of stakeholders to
assess different scenarios and specific use cases.
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Figure 4 – Overview of the indicator development approach
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scenario related
•Make first
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4

Indicator
operationalisation
•How to collect data,
how to measure, how
to quantify, how to
estimate
•Variables and
metrics that measure
and quantify the
indicator
•Iterative process of
refinement
•Data collection

Indicator
Population w
data

•Assumptions are
refined
•Sources of
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experience, “experts”,
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techniques

5

Indicator
integration into
CBA tool

•Operationalised
indicators integrated
into a excel-based
CBA tool
•To be used by all
stakeholders to
explore socioeconomic return for
different scenarios
and cases

Indicator definition
The definition of the indicator should be short and precise, but also easy to understand
without additional information. For example, the indicator Legacy costs is quite broad and
hard to understand by many, therefore a more specific definition is needed, such as Legacy
costs of administration.
Indicator description
Each indicator needs to be described, as this provides context and meaning that is needed
for the next steps of the assessment. Describing indicators is an iterative process and is
enriched by feedback from experts. The description also includes scope, specificities, and
first assumptions about the size and form of the indicator across the different scenarios. As
an example, the description of the indicator Skills development and training is illustrated
below.

Description

Scope

Skills development and training costs covers all existing training costs. This indicator subsumes costs related to:
•instructors training costs,
•user skills development costs,
•provider skills development costs, and
•NRC skills development.
The costs for the NRC skills development concerns IHTSDO membership commitments (like IHTSDO organization
and management, financing, participation in groups etc.) and are also included here. A separate cost indicator is
used for NRC costs associated with establishing the organisation and recruiting the people of the NRC.
ADOPT: NRC skills development costs are relatively low because of support from the IHTSDO (partly included in
the license fee).

Specificities
(stakeholder
and scenario
related)

Assumptions

ALTERNATIVE: substantial costs due to a greater number of terminologies and classifications that need to be
managed
ABSTAIN: substantial costs because countries have to define their own “documentation standard”, such
decentralization requires more resources.
Assumption 1: Applying SNOMED CT compared to other terminologies will require more and other skills that those
needed for other systems, e.g. statistical classifications. However, managing and knowing a variety (as opposed to
just one) of terminologies in detail may be more costly.
Assumption 2: ...

Indicator operationalisation
Operationalisation of indicators means that each indicator needs to be made quantifiable.
This requires collecting data, measures, and estimations. For each indicator, the
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appropriate variables and metrics need to be identified. The following example is given with
the indicator Skills development and training, where an iterative approach is pursued:

Variables /
Iterations

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

...

Iteration n

Costs for trainers

Number of trainers
x Salary

FTEs x Salary

Consider
different trainer
categories and
salaries

...

Materials,
meetings,
consumables
costs

Sum of all

materials costs +
(number of
meetings x costs
per meeting) +
consumables
costs

Labour costs

labour time the
trainees have lost
due to the training

Minutes lost x
Salary per minute

Minutes lost x
Salary per
month / average
working days per
month / 8 hours /
60 minutes

whereas the variables form the following equitation:
Skills
development
and training
costs

=

Costs for trainers
+
Materials, meetings, consumables costs
+
Labour costs

This indicator is a good example of multiple stakeholders, in this case trainers and trainees,
being involved together. The assessment framework allows for cost items (within indicators)
to be assigned to different stakeholders, as the underlying CBA tool is stakeholder-centric.
The big benefit is that a stakeholder need only look at their own section instead of spending
time to read all indicators.
Indicator population with data
A key step towards assessing SNOMED CT in the context of the three defined scenarios is
to fill the indicators with figures. This is a hard operation as such data is extremely hard to
come by. For example, the report on ‘Building the Business Case for SNOMED CT’ offers
some extensive analysis of costs and benefits that may arise from the adoption of
SNOMED CT, but does not provide a single case study or example where costs or benefits
have actually been quantified.
In most cases actual evidence is not available and assumptions need to be made. For the
example Skills development and training, appropriate assumptions need to be made
regarding:


The average number of trainers needed for i) SNOMED CT, ii) alternative terminologies.
Possible source of information are reports on experience of countries having
implemented SNOMED CT or alternatives
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Average number of meetings needed. This is highly dependable on the scope of
training as well as the number of trained staff, their level of understanding, etc.
How much is lost in € when a professional spends time off work to be trained.
Interviews with professionals and statistics on salaries are among the best suited
methods for obtaining this information.

Indicator integration into CBA tool
The ASSESS CT cost-benefit framework will be integrated into an Excel-based tool to allow
for interested parties to perform their own analyses. Comprehensive information based on
the indicator descriptions, available figures and assumptions will be incorporated to guide
the stakeholders through the assessment process for their specific case.
Figure 5 – Screenshot of potential indicator integration into tool

Skills Development and Training Costs
Trainers involved in the skills developmend and
training
Trainers salary

Calcualte in FTEs (Full time equivalents)
1 FTE = 1 full-time employee (monthly)
The average salary of a trainer in this field in Europe is
approx. 35000€/year, meaning a monthly gross salary of ca.
2900€

Number of meetings held to train users
Average costs of one meeting
Average costs for materials and other consumables
used per meeting

4.2

FTEs
€/month

meetings
€
€

The CBA tool

The cost and benefit assessment is to be integrated into an overall cost-benefit analysis
(CBA). To this end a simple cost-benefit tool is envisioned towards the end of the project
which will be based on the collected set of indicators and their underlying assumptions and
quantification methods.
Providing a robust tool with all indicators will allow different stakeholders to concentrate on
cases of use and/or scenarios they would like to explore using their own data. The tool
allows for the assessment framework to be used even after project completion.
Draft layout
The CBA tool typically consists of different sheets or pages – Introduction, Settings,
Stakeholders, Reporting, Charts, Time Series, and stakeholder-specific pages (one page
per stakeholder type). The tool can be built as Excel spreadsheets which make it easily
accessible to its users.
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Figure 6 – Mock-up of exemplary CBA tool

Entering data
The tool’s design is defined by its layout and style. The chosen style for this cost-benefit
tool is meant to be clear and easy to understand. Grey fields are the ones where data
needs to be entered. All other fields are not to be handled by the user (e.g. white cells are
automatically filled in according to previous entries from the user; they shouldn’t and can’t
be deleted or changed).

4.3

Stakeholder analysis

Stakeholder analysis is a method to facilitate planning and implementation of a proposed
solution by gathering and analysing information of stakeholders and their interests7. It
consists of identifying all individuals and groups which have effect or will be affected, both
positively and negatively, by the proposed solution, revealing and balancing compatible or
competing interests and categorizing them in accordance to their impact on the solution as
well as the impact the solution has on them.8 The result from such analysis yields useful
information on stakeholders’ needs, concerns, interactions, and how to address their
interests properly.9
Major steps of a stakeholder analysis include identifying key stakeholders (both primary and
secondary); collecting and recording information from each stakeholder’s perspective;
sorting and analyzing the collected information; and using the information to design the
solution or strategies for adopting and implementing the solution. Some key attributes
should be considered when sorting and analysing information collected from each
stakeholder:
7

Schmeer, K. (1999). Stakeholder analysis guidelines. Policy toolkit for strengthening health sector reform, 1-33.

8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder_analysis#cite_ref-1

9

Babou, S. (2008). What is Stakeholder Analysis? http://www.pmhut.com/what-is-stakeholder-analysis
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the stakeholder’s position;
the level of influence they hold;
the level of interest they have; and,
the group/coalition to which they belong or could be related to. 10

The following table shows the current list of relevant stakeholders as discussed within WP3,
with examples under each key stakeholder role. The work is based on a stakeholder
analysis performed within the SemanticHealthNet11 project.
Figure 7 - List of Relevant Stakeholders
1. Patients, Patient Associations
2. Healthcare Professionals
 Clinicians, nurses, pharmacists
3. Healthcare Provider Organisations
 Hospitals, GP practices, etc.
 Healthcare managers & administrators
4. National Decision Makers
 Health ministries
 Public health bodies
 National & regional healthcare authorities
5. Payers
 Private (insurers, employers, patients)
 Public (government, commissioners)
6. Industry
 EHR System Vendors
 Medical Device Vendors
 ICT Infrastructure Vendors
 Industry Associations
 Pharma
7. Standards Development Organisations
8. Research groups & institutions




clinical research, HTA, CER
public health & population health research
health IT / terminologies, ...

10

Schmeer, K. (1999). Stakeholder analysis guidelines. Policy toolkit for strengthening health sector reform, 1-33.

11

SemanticHealthNet. (2014). D7.2 - Analysis of stakeholder group value propositions and adoption strategies.
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Figure 8 – Groups of Stakeholders

Relevant stakeholders are categorised into four groups, namely Funders, Providers, Users
and Beneficiaries of the solutions, adopting the same approach for SIOp stakeholder
segmentation in the business model framework of SemanticHealthNet. The segmentation
was made primarily according to stakeholders’ level of influence and impact on SIOp taking
into account the perceived unmet needs and expected benefits, in particular in financial
terms. Here the segmentation was adjusted, fitting it into the landscape of interoperable
clinical standard terminologies. The segmentation of stakeholders provides the basis for
enabling value optimization including and leveraging all the stakeholder groups and their
interests.
Group I
Decision/Policy Makers


Policy makers’ main interest is driven by the need of better integrated, more
efficient and sustainable healthcare. The use of interoperable terminologies can
empower innovative and cost-effective solutions to enable better sharing of health
information, avoid duplication of unnecessary tests and paperwork, improve audit
assessment and achieve evidence based care, all which coping with increasing
demand and leading to better health outcomes. It also facilitates the reformation of
healthcare process aiming at a more intelligent, compatible, accurate yet userfriendly healthcare system. Policy makers will need a clear implementation
roadmap to improve trust and promote further adoption of interoperable
terminologies.

Public/Private Payers


Payers are interested in cost-effectiveness and robust value propositions of the
solution. An interoperable health terminology or solution which has been evaluated
with cost-benefit assessment and is likely to be cost-effective and sustainable could
provide payers more evidence to base their payment decision on.

Group II
Industry/EHR vendors


For industry, a standardized and certified medical terminology which could be
integrated into new products improve product development efficiency, increase
reliability and reduce risk of solutions leading to higher product uptake by
customers and better cash flow. It enhances growth in the eHealth market by
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providing standardized and interoperable solutions of lower development costs
which encourage wider adoption of EHR and related eHealth application.
Standards Development Organizations


For SDOs, adoption of standard terminologies would help connect them to
stakeholders who may need, use or benefit from eHealth standards and solutions.
This promotes the use of clinical standards in industry, healthcare and research
and defines the scope for more investment in developing relevant standards. SDOs
could use the chance to drive adoption of other standards and engagement with
members.

Group III
Professional Associations


For health professional associations, the key value of an interoperable clinical
terminology could be its role in harmonizing and standardizing information through
accelerating adoption of EHR standards and therapeutic guidelines. Information
exchange will be easier and more accurate which could enable timelier and better
evidence based treatment, at lower implementation costs, leading to better quality
of care and better evidence cycle.

Healthcare Professionals


Healthcare professionals’ main interest is better and timelier access to data (new
patients, transfer of care across all professionals) to enable multi-disciplinary care.
The adoption of a interoperable standardized clinical terminology ensure more
accurate implementation of clinical guidelines, better clinical audits, earlier
interventions by risk stratification/monitoring and more concrete care plans. It also
empowers healthcare professional in achieving efficient integrated care with better
patients’ outcomes by adopting best clinical and disease management practices.

Healthcare Provider Organizations


For HPOs, key values of adopting interoperable and standardized clinical
terminologies are faster and more efficient care with better decision making leading
to improvement in efficiency of the healthcare delivery process and clinical
governance. This allows them to reduce clinical errors and provide high quality
healthcare while ensuring compliance and optimal resource allocation to attract
more patients and facilitate reimbursement.

Research Sector (Public/Private)


The research community is interested in better quality and lower cost health
information, as well as more consistent information governance. A standardized
terminology would enable easier and safer exchange of accurate health data for
research leading to better research with lower cost (faster trials, better
observational data, pharma and devices) and more evidence based healthcare
which improve healthcare, patient outcomes and public health management.

Group IV
Patients/Carers


Patient/Carers’ main interest lies on timelier intervention and better treatment and
health outcomes. Adoption of an interoperable clinical terminology enable more
accurate implementation of clinical guidelines and earlier intervention by risk
monitoring resulting in better multi-disciplinary integrated care with lower error rate
and improved patient outcomes. It also re-engineers the healthcare system allowing
easier and more user-friendly healthcare service delivery which facilitates
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patient/carers’ access to health data and reduces complexity and difficulties in
managing consultations and treatments.
Citizens


Citizens are interested in community and public health outcomes and quality of
healthcare services. Having a standardized clinical terminology enable richer
information sharing through interoperability across different fields related to
eHealth, leading to improved healthcare solutions, better medical research and
high quality healthcare service, which facilitate community and public health
management and health policy design.
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5

List of cost indicators: definitions,
assumptions, operationalisation

Section 5 provides definitions, assumptions, and initial approaches to the
operationalisation/ measurement of cost indicators. The indicators will form the basis of
input – both monetary and qualitative -- to any economic impact assessment consequently
planned by ASSESS CT.

5.1

Major cost categories

The numerous cost indicators have been grouped into four categories / groups of indicators
as described in this section. This categorisation is preliminary and will be reviewed in the
upcoming months as required, in order to better reflect the main types of costs related to
terminology adoption.


Costs related to organisational infrastructure:
The indicators categorized as costs related to organisational infrastructure are the costs
needed to establish a foundation for national adoption of a terminology.



Costs related to technical infrastructure:
The group of indicators related to technical infrastructure are the indicators which, in
contrast to the organisational indicators, are close to actual implementation and use of
the terminology. So, these are the costs which are required to enable effective and
efficient use of the terminology within a country, i.e. cost required to customize the
terminology to suite specific needs, and to integrate the terminology into software
systems.



Costs related to people:
These are the cost required to obtain the appropriate level of knowledge and skills
among the people who are working with development and implementation of
terminologies. These indicators has been grouped as an individual group, because
experiences show that implementation, of especially SNOMED CT requires significant
education and training.



Costs related to tooling:
These are the cost related to the tools, which are required to manage terminologies. I.e.
this covers not clinical tools, such as an EHR, tools to support search, development,
distribution and administration of the terminologies.

5.2
Nr

Overview cost indicators
Indicator

Costs related to organisational infrastructure
C1

License costs

C2

Decision making costs for adoption of terminologies

C3

Release management costs
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C4

National Release Centre (NRC) costs

C5

Legacy costs of administration

C6

Promoting Implementations

Costs related to technical infrastructure
C7

Translation costs

C8

Mapping costs

C9

Customisation costs

C10

Implementation testing costs (user pilots, user interface)

C11

Integration into software products

C12

Terminology Binding Costs

Cost related to people
C13

Skills Development and Training costs

C14

Educational material costs

Cost related to tools
C15

5.3

Terminology management system (TMS) costs

Descriptions and operationalisation of cost
indicators

C1 License costs

Indicator description

Costs associated with licensing in order to acquire the right to use
terminologies and have access to their most updated as well as revised, and
available releases. In the case of some terminologies a membership in a
specific standard development organization (SDO) is additionally required or
by itself represents the license fee. Cost estimates need to reflect that, in the
case of SNOMED CT, providers and users can become affiliates even if a
country is not member, in such cases affiliate licences are available with
related affiliate fees.
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers

Costs associated with licensing SNOMED CT and the membership in the
IHTSDO.

n/a

Industry/EHR Vendors,
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SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers

No associated costs, because the use of UMLS is free of charge. (Note, that
the use of the SNOMED CT-subset within UMLS is being excluded in this
approach)

n/a

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Abstain

C2 Decision-making costs for adoption of terminologies

Indicator description

Costs associated with deciding to adopt a terminology. The cost will
vary a lot from country to country because the formal requirements for
informed decisions in health informatics vary. The cost can possibly
include gathering international evidence, feasibility studies, workshops
with different stakeholders, content coverage studies and translation
pilots. The more countries that adopt one specific terminology, the
smaller the cost associated with decision making will be because of the
possibility of knowledge sharing. Especially if informed decisions have
already been taken in countries with similar organisation of the health
sector and similar language, cost can potentially be significantly
reduced.
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Costs related to decide to adopt SNOMED CT. The foundation for
decision makers to decide whether or not to adopt a terminology can
include feasibility studies, multiple workshops with different
stakeholders, etc.
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Software suppliers will, like Group 1, need to invest in a decision
making process, to consider the implications of adopting SNOMED CT.
If the adoption of SNOMED CT is a national request, then the decisionmaking costs for the suppliers will be low as compared to a scenario in
which they are ‘free’ to choose whatever terminology/classification they
wish. In such case, the decision making will require more analysis, like
in Group 1 – feasibility studies – EA planning etc.

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Clinical professionals, researchers etc. will need to make feasibility
studies, like content-coverage studies, in order to determine whether
SNOMED CT contains the concepts needed to meet specific entry-and
retrieval requirements.

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative
Costs are comparable or higher with the adopt scenario. Because when
making a decision about one terminology, it typically requires to also
explore alternatives and multiple terminologies and the relations
between them

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers

Like the adopt scenario, however, costs might be higher as investment
will have to be made (knowledge) into more than one terminology.

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

Like the adopt scenario. Yet there may be many ‘alternatives’ but never
so rich, choosing for the right ones is more cost intensive.

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C3 Release management costs

Indicator description

Costs related to ensuring terminology updates and national extensions are
made available to terminology users. The cost will be associated with the
change management of terminology updates whether these are associated
with changes in the international, national or local edition of a specific
terminology. If changes of an international edition of a certain terminology
have to be propagated throughout a health sector this requires a national
service that releases a new version, updates to extensions that depend on
the changed content e.g. if an international concept is retired, this should
also be retired in a local value set that previously used this concept.
Notification of end users may be necessary if changes directly influence user
interfaces. If changes are requested from provider organisations, policy
makers need to have procedures to handle request and release of changes
in national extensions. The propagation strategy will be the same as for
international changes. The indicator includes both man hours and possibly
supporting hardware/software that makes change management possible e.g.
handling requests for change or automatic processes to check if local
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system value sets are affected by a new release. The indicator excludes
terminology management system cost, which is a separate indicator.
Adopt

Group 1 –
Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

SNOMED CT is released twice a year. Similarly, National editions of
SNOMED CT will have a national release cycle (not necessarily twice a
year). In each release updates are made to the national Edition of SNOMED
CT in accordance with updates to the international release, but also updates
to national extensions of SNOMED CT.
National authorities will have costs related to authoring the national edition
and costs related to change management and distribution of the extension.
Affiliate organisations (e.g. software vendors, hospitals etc.) that implements
SNOMED CT will need to manage and maintain their own affiliate edition,
where local additions, subsets, maps etc. are included. When updates/new
releases are made to SNOMED CT editions, in which the affiliate edition is
dependent, then the affiliate organization will need to consider and test how
updates have implications on their affiliate addition, and manage these
changes.
As for Group 2.

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector (public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

Implementing organisations, Professionals, researchers and others who
have their own edition of SNOMED CT, because they develop and use own
extensions, will need to consider how this edition is authored, managed and
maintained. If professionals do not develop their own edition, then release
management will be limited to the costs associated with integration and
testing of new SNOMED CT releases into their applied systems.

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 –
Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Like the adopt scenario. When new releases occur, or when
updates/requests are made to existing terminologies and/or classifications –
changes will need to be authored, managed and distributed. Mapping
consequences between terminologies need to be examined. In the
alternative scenario a range of classifications and terminologies will be
applied, and the release management costs will be related to management
of all the applied terminologies/classifications.
National authorities will have costs related to authoring the alternative
terminologies and classifications, and also management of new releases of
national versions of these systems. Mappings between terminologies need
to be examined and tested.

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector (public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

Costs for professionals, researches etc. associated with authoring and
management of locally used terminologies and classifications.

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers
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Abstain

C4 National Release Center (NRC) Costs
Costs associated with the establishment and maintenance of National Release
Centers (NRCs).

Indicator
description

An NRC is an organization and official point of contact within a country that is
responsible to serve as interface between the respective Standard
Development Organization (SDO), the national users, potential affiliates, and
other members. The NRC releases terminology content including national
extensions; promotes and supports the adoption and deployment of the
terminology; establishes and maintains processes of distribution and licensing;
documents, reports, and supports requests for proposed updates and
enhancements to the terminology
An NRC can be established as a new body or organization within a country or it
can be folded into an existing body or organization.
Adopt

Group 1 –
Funders
Decision/Policy
Makers,
Public/private
payers

Group 2 –
Providers

Costs associated with the establishment and maintenance of a National
Release Centers (NRC) concerning the national use of SNOMED CT.

n/a

Industry/EHR
Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 –
Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 –
Funders
Decision/Policy
Makers,
Public/private
payers

Group 2 –
Providers

Costs associated with the establishment and maintenance of a National
Release Centers (NRC) concerning the national use of UMLS.

n/a
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Industry/EHR
Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 –
Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Abstain

C5 Legacy costs of governance model, legal and operational settings

Indicator description

Adaptation of existing administrative, legal and political governance
structures of a given healthcare system to fit the need and requirements
when adopting a new terminology. This cost indicator includes the often intangible legal, political and regulatory hurdles that are not merely related to
the management and competence of NRCs only.
Adopt
The costs associated with integrating SNOMED CT with the models used
in the existing national health-IT infrastructure e.g. the models that
currently exist for reporting into national quality registries, or integration of
SNOMED CT into existing funding and reimbursement models. These
costs will vary depended on the approach taken, but these are examples of
approaches:

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

-

Bing bang approach. Build new administrative and governance
models based on SNOMED CT (fully integration-utilization of
SNOMED CT)
- Mapping approach: Map existing models to SNOMED CT. E.g. use
the models as is but replace use of local or alternative coding
systems with SNOMED CT.
Of the two approaches described the first will initially be most costly, but at
the same time it can be expected that this approach will have lower
maintenance costs and higher utilization of the terminology.
Providers/ vendors will have costs related to adoption of SNOMED CT into
their systems in conformance with the national administrative and
governance structures. The costs associated with this will be as described
in C9.

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –

n/a

n/a
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Beneficiaries
Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

This covers the costs related to changing existing administrative and
governance structures to conform to the alternative terminologies and
classifications. The approach taken will be comparable to those described
for the adopt scenario, however with the fact that multiple terminologies
and classifications will be part of this solution.
Providers/ vendors will have costs related to adoption of alternative
terminologies and classifications into their systems in conformance with the
national administrative and governance structures. The costs associated
with this will be as described in C9.

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C6 Promoting Implementations

Indicator description

Costs associated with supporting and/or giving incentive grants to local
projects wishing to implement the terminology. National e-health traditions
and strategies will affect how these activities are carried out and therefore it
is expected that the size of the cost as well as the prioritized initiatives will
vary considerably. The indicator can possibly be associated with the costs
for developing a business case description for selected focus areas,
information to affected stakeholders and possibly incentive grants to those
who implement terminologies as specified in the chosen cases. The
indicator excludes costs associated with required software development for
and education costs.
Adopt
Costs for national authorities associated with initiating SNOMED CTpromoting activities. These activities can have different formats, and hence
different costs associated. Examples of SNOMED CT promoting activities
could be.

Group 1 – Funders



Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers





Group 2 –

Development at distribution of written material about the benefits of
SNOMED CT implementation
Demonstration cases – small pilot projects. To demonstrate the
value of implementing SNOMED CT
Seminars and education sessions to engage of key local
staff/professionals
Incentive grants for implementing organisations

Costs for vendor in promoting SNOMED CT. This could be prototyping
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Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

investments done to demonstrate for potential costumers what system
features is enabled using SNOMED CT:

In implementing organisations the organisations will need to promote use of
SNOMED CT by engaging health professionals in accurate and consistent
use of the terminology, as this is a pre-requisite for achieving the requested
benefits. E.g. promote SNOMED CT by teaching the health care
professionals about the benefits achievable by use of SNOMED CT
(overlaps with education/training costs)

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers

Like the adopt scenario. However, the promoting activities should concern
the set of alternative terminologies applied. Again, promoting several
terminologies (and their SDO) is more costly then ‘just ‘ SNOMED CT (and
IHTSDO).

n/a

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Abstain

C7 Translation costs
Costs associated with the semantic translation of the terminology (planning,
preparation, translation, post-translation). This indicator includes the
observation that the creation of localised content is often not simply solved
by translation. Past experiences have shown that just translating preferred
terms does not necessarily satisfy all use cases and entails high translation
and maintenance costs.
Indicator description

The costs also need to capture the increasing evidence that the A-Z
translation of SNOMED CT FSNs or PTs misses important requirements,
due to the vocabulary mismatch between these terms and clinicians’
jargon. In addition, a translation project is a long-term and costly
endeavour, whereas users in non-English speaking countries need, first of
all, common interface terms that address well-delineated subsets of
concepts for specific use cases.
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Once validated, using machine translation for medical terminologies could
reduce translation costs.
Adopt
- Translators and/or qualified healthcare professionals;

-

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Terminology experts
Linguistic experts
Domain experts (clinical experts)

-(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables
Group 2 –
Providers

To be defined

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers

-Translators and/or qualified healthcare professionals;
-(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

n/a

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Abstain

C8 Mapping costs
Indicator description

As part of-pre-implementation costs, this indicator defines the costs for the
development of map Reference Sets (or adjustment of existing available
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Reference Sets) to manage the switchover and co-existence of SNOMED
CT and other code systems from local code systems used in the country
or locally, to the desired terminology. This involves translation and
creation of localised interface terms, and efforts in mapping for healthcare
professionals, terminology experts and translators, for processes such as
planning, preparation, mapping, post-mapping. Mapping costs can also
be considered as further customization costs of SNOMED CT, which can
accrue at both national level or affiliate level.
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector (public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
Providers will typically choose to develop their own mappings when
implementing SNOMED CT into their systems and processes.
(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
Users will typically choose to develop their own mappings when
implementing SNOMED CT into their systems and processes.
(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders

n/a

Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users

-Translation and creation of localized interface terms;
-(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
FTE depends on the N alternatives

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector (public/private)

-Translation and creation of localized interface terms;
-(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
FTE depends on the N alternatives

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C9 Customisation costs
Costs for the development of a national extension.
Indicator description

Beside what the official international release of a terminology offers, health
care systems may require concepts or codes which depict particularities of
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their country. This can be fulfilled by a national release, that may include:





Translation (translation cost are considered by cost indicator C5) into
the national language or adaption to a national dialect;
Subsets
Cross-maps (these cost are considered by cost indicator C7)

Many implementations of a terminology do not require users to have
access to the full set of content. Often just a part of the data related to a
particular discipline or organization will be needed. It is possible to
constrain the content required by the use of the subsets or reference sets.
Reference sets are sets of references to terminology components. Simple
reference sets contain just the information needed to define a subset.
However, reference sets can be richer than subsets, as they can also
include further information about the components defined for other
purposes such as mappings to other vocabularies or providing alternative
hierarchical structures.
Development cost are an ongoing cost position, given that any change of
the official international release may have impact on the national releases.
Therefore, every release requires reconciliation to ensure that all national
extensions remain aligned with the international release and thus is
creating ongoing costs.
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers

Costs for the development of local extensions to SNOMED CT.

Costs for the development of local extensions to SNOMED CT.

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

Costs for the development of local extensions to SNOMED CT.

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers

Costs for the development of a national extension and/or national
reference/subsets of UMLS.

n/a

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector

n/a
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(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C10 Implementation testing costs (user pilots, user interface)

Indicator description

Costs for implementation testing of the terminology on a national or single
(e.g. by provider, by user) level. This excludes actual software and usability
testing, as this is related more to software design that terminology. However,
this includes testing whether the different customizations of the terminology
fulfil the actual user needs in the process of data capture. Examples of
close-to-user quality check of the terminology is to test coverage, consistency
in the process of data capture and consistency in the users interpretation of
the semantics of individual concepts.
Adopt

Group 1 –
Funders
Decision/Policy
Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR
Vendors, SDOs

Costs for close-to-user test of the National Extension of SNOMED CT, i.e.
translation, national subsets and cross-maps.

Costs for close-to-user test of the Vendors/providers Extension to SNOMED
CT, i.e. translation, national subsets and cross-maps.

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector (public/private)

Costs for close-to-user test of the Vendors/providers Extension to SNOMED
CT, i.e. translation, national subsets and cross-maps.

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries
Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 –
Funders
Decision/Policy
Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR
Vendors, SDOs
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Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector (public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries
Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Abstain

C11 Integration into Software Products
Costs associated with the technical integration of the terminology into
existing software products, which is largely provided for through the
providers (industry, ICT vendors, SDOs, etc). This includes the technical
integration of a clinical terminology (such as SNOMED CT) into existing
Information Systems of any organization (i.e. Hospital Information
Systems).

Indicator description

Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

Group 2 – Providers

Staff costs + costs for testing, hardware, installation, travel (+ subset
development costs/subset acquiring costs), [maintenance (substituting a
prior version of a subset with its more recent version)]

Industry/EHR
SDOs

Vendors,

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO,
Research
Sector (public/private)

n/a

–

Group
4
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders

n/a

Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR
SDOs

Vendors,

(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO,
Research
Sector (public/private)

n/a
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Group
4
Beneficiaries

–
n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C12 Terminology Binding Costs
Costs for creating a functional binding between semantic standards and
information models.
Indicator
description

In order to build up a suitable IT infrastructure that is able to provide
interoperability of data, there is a need to bind, i.e. to interconnect,
terminologies (semantic standards) with information models (syntactic
standards; such as HL7 V3). Information models (or syntactic standards)
enable precise access to data fields whereas terminologies determine the
annotation.
Adopt

Group 1 –
Funders
Decision/Policy
Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR
Vendors, SDOs

Costs of a functional binding between SNOMED CT and an information model
(e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information model
and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct the binding.

Costs of a functional binding between SNOMED CT and an information model
(e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information model
and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct the binding.

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

Costs of a functional binding between SNOMED CT and an information model
(e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information model
and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct the binding.

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 –
Funders
Decision/Policy
Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR
Vendors, SDOs

Costs of a functional binding between UMLS and an information model (e.g.
HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information model and of
terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct the binding.

Costs of a functional binding between UMLS and an information model (e.g.
HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information model and of
terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct the binding.

Group 3 – Users Costs of a functional binding between UMLS and an information model (e.g.
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Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information model and of
terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct the binding.

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Abstain

C13 Skills Development and Training Costs
Skills development and training costs covers all existing training costs. This
indicator subsumes costs related to:

-

instructors training costs,
user skills development costs,
provider skills development costs, and
NRC skills development.

For the ADOPT scenario the costs associated with the NRC skills
development indicator is relatively low because of support from the
IHTSDO. (I.e. some of these costs are included in the IHTSDO license fee).
The costs related to this indicator will be substantial for the Alternative
scenario, because there will be many more terminologies and
classifications to know and manage. For the alternative scenario there will
be substantial costs as well because each country has do define their own
“documentation standard” – such decentralization will require more
resources.

Indicator description

One assumption regarding training costs is that applying SNOMED CT
compared to other terminologies will require more and other skills than
those required for other systems, such as statistical classifications, because
those will typically be much simpler in their structure. However, managing
and knowing the details of a variety of terminologies/classification as
compared to only one (SNOMED CT) may be more costly.
The costs for the NRC skills development concerns IHTSDO membership
commitments (like IHTSDO organization and management, financing,
participation in groups etc.) are also included here. A separate cost
indicator is used for NRC costs associated with establishing the
organisation and recruiting the people of the NRC.
Costs associated with training of staff are:
(1) NRC-staff/representatives: acquiring deeper knowledge of the
terminology, its associated releasing institutions, responsibilities of an NRC,
knowledge about release management, licence administration, etc.
technical implementation details, release management, file formats,
technical specifications, etc.
(2) Providers: implementation skills are focused on content and include:





Knowledge about the content and logical model of the terminology.
Knowledge about customisation possibilities, e.g. types of reference
sets.
Selection of content for reference sets.
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Post-coordination.

Note: Some countries may offer this training as a national service - others
may not.
(3) Education of people who will train the NRC-staff/representatives,
providers and users in implementing and using the terminology. Costs
associated with training of NRC-staff/representatives. Skills required are
deeper knowledge of the terminology, its associated releasing institutions,
responsibilities of an NRC, knowledge about release management, licence
administration, etc.
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers

-Labour costs of trainees;
-(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

-(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

-Labour costs of trainees;
-(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers

-Labour costs of trainees;
-(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Abstain
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C14 Education material costs

Indicator description

Development of national education material, e.g. translation of
specifications, detailed information documents on national extensions,
material with technical focus for providers, appropriate material for
supporting clinical end users in using the services, etc. It may be decided
that no other material than what is accessible internationally will be
provided, but the feasibility of this approach will dependent on English skills
and profession of the targeted stakeholder group. This indicator excludes
actual training and e-learning because this is included in another indicator.
Adopt
Given the range of users and perspectives needed to be educated, the
costs associated with development of SNOMED CT education material is
substantial. However, the complexity of determining how to estimate this
indicator exists because of the variety of approaches each member can
choose to take:


Group 1 – Funders


Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers



A member/country could choose NOT to develop further material
than the freely available online resources provided by IHTSDO. 
Low costs and no focus on national priorities and use cases. The
vendors and the users will have higher costs, and maybe higher
costs due to less success.
A member/country can choose to translate IHTSDO material, and
maybe provide written guidelines on national use.  Higher costs
for national authorities and more focus on national demands. 
The same, or less costs for vendors and users.
A member/country can choose to provide courses and material for
national affiliates and users.  Even higher costs for national
authorities  less costs for vendors and users.

Generally, the costs will be associated with development of national
guidelines for use of SNOMED CT and potentially educational material
about SNOMED CT in general.

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Vendors will need technical implementation material. IHTSDO provide
written guidelines and eLearning Implementation courses, freely. A vendor
can choose to only use these services, or they can choose to develop
specific educational material that focus on the specific technical
environment where SNOMED CT is implemented.. E.g. what SNOMED CT
constraints are made to specifically to EHR-specific data entry templates.
Or, what specific SNOMED CT-enabled storage model is used within the
vendor system.
A central assumption here is, furthermore, that SNOMED CT is more
complex than, e.g., ICD-10.

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

- A Member can state that it is the vendors and the affiliates own
responsibility to get education  This will have low costs for the National
authorities. However, similarly high cost for vendors and users (note: many
vendors and users will maybe develop redundant educational material)

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders

National authorities will have costs related to developing educational
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Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 –
Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations, HCP/HPO,
Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

material that describe how of all applied terminologies and classifications in
a country is used. And also educational material that explain the
composition of each of these systems and their correlation.
Vendors will need to develop educational material that describe how each
of the alternative terminologies/classifications are integrated in the specific
provider system.
Organisations that implement and use terminologies and classifications will
have costs related to development of guidelines for how each of these
systems are used in practice. To ensure that the terminologies and
classifications are used as intended (ensure consistent use) and for the
intended purposes

n/a

Patients, Citizens,
Carers

Abstain

C15 Terminology management system (TMS) costs

Indicator description

Costs associated with acquiring a terminology management system (TMS)
in order to handle terminologies and ontologies. These term hierarchies
aid in the formal sorting of the individual fields of expertise and establish
rules on the contexts of the corresponding expressions, thus enabling
conclusions to be drawn from the existing data, contradictions to be
detected and missing knowledge to be added.
Also the integration of the TMS in to existing systems and software is
covered by this cost position.
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
the National Edition of SNOMED CT (which may include various
Reference Sets as part of the National Extension of SNOMED CT) and
manage the various releases.
Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
the National Edition of SNOMED CT (which may include various
Reference Sets as part of the National Extension of SNOMED CT) and
manage the various releases, as well as the integration of the TMS with
existing systems and software.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector (public/private)

- Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
the National Edition of SNOMED CT (which may include various
Reference Sets as part of the National Extension of SNOMED CT) and
manage the various releases, as well as the integration of TMS with
existing systems and software.

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Group 3 – Users

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative
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Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users

Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
UMLS on a national level.
Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
UMLS on a national level, as well as its integration with existing systems
and software.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research
Sector (public/private)

-Costs associated with acquiring a terminology management system in
order to Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and
manage UMLS on a national level, as well as its integration with existing
systems and software.

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain
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6

Potential benefit indicators

Section 6 will present an overview of potential benefit indicators, along with preliminary
definitions and assumptions in narrative fashion and as provided in the literature. Initially,
we provide a high level view of eHealth benefits as discussed in the literature. The next
section 6.1 will then detail the scope and limitations to the benefits as listed and to the
assessment of benefits within the context of SNOMED CT in particular.
The classical benefits expected from eHealth, referred to in the literature, include
improvements in three main categories: access, quality and efficiency or productivity. The
EC funded study “eHealth is Worth it. The economic benefits of implemented eHealth
solutions at ten European sites” identifies the following benefits to quality and performance
and mobility of healthcare12:
1.

2.
3.

Quality
a. Informed patients and carers – improved access for patients and carers to health
data and information enabling them to make better decision about their health
b. Information streamlining healthcare processes – improved access for healthcare
providers to accurate and complete health information of patients enabling better
and patient-focused treatment decision
c. Timeliness – timely access to information needed enabling timely healthcare
meeting patients’ need
d. Safety – accurate information reducing risks and error rate in healthcare decision
e. Effectiveness –change and development in healthcare system enabling evidencebased decision and cooperation across healthcare providers
Access – standards allow information to be available and accessible to those in need
enabling better information flows and increase in capacity
Efficiency – improved productivity, optimizied resource utilization signature by time
savings and cost advoidance

The Canada Health Infoway Benefits Evaluation Framework focuses on the adoption,
implementation and resulting impact of a solutions and the interaction between these three
aspects.

12

European Commission study (2006). eHealth is Worth it. The economic benefits of implemented eHealth solutions at ten
European sites. Stroetmann, K. A., Jones, T., Dobrev, A., & Stroetmann, V. N., Brussels, 2006, http://www.ehealthimpact.org/download/documents/ehealthimpactsept2006.pdf
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The benefit indicators include also improved information quality (content and availability).13
In a similar vein, the eHealth Benefits Framework14 developed by the National E-Health
Transition Authority (NEHTA) in Australia differentiates between core benefits such as
quality, safety, access and benefits transformation to improve efficiency and population
gains:
Core Benefits:
1. QUALITY — supporting uninterrupted coordinated care across different healthcare
providers at the right place and the right time
 Consolidation and reconciliation of patient information;
 Improved continuity of care (healthcare information is consistent and easily shared
between all relevant providers);
 Increased levels of preventative care (such as immunisation).
2. SAFETY — avoids or minimises situations which can harm or have the potential to
harm patients during the course of care delivery
 Improvements in medication safety, leading to potential reductions in adverse drug
events (ADEs);
 Increased follow-up after an event (such as an abnormal test or hospitalisation)
3. ACCESS — the ability of patients to obtain healthcare at the right place and right time
irrespective of socioeconomic status, physical location and/or cultural background
 Control over who may view the consumer's information;
 Geographic flexibility.
Benefits Transformation
1. EFFICIENCY— achieving the desired results with the most cost-efficient use of
resources
 Timeliness of information;
 Reduction in duplicate testing
2. POPULATION — building a strong and resilient society through meeting the
population's expectations regarding their health system
 Increased consumer satisfaction with their healthcare delivery;
 Economic flow on effects through eHealth investments and a healthier population.
The main benefits of using the Australian Medicines Terminology15 are categorized as
follows:
1. Standardizing data entry
2.

Increasing efficiency

3.

Advancing eHealth market

4.

Facilitating research

5.

Enabling predictive health economic modeling

6.1

Scope and limitations of benefit assessment

This sub-section limits both scope and general definition of what constitutes “benefits”
within the context of semantic interoperability. The main caveat, as mentioned in the
13

Canada Health Infoway. (2012) Benefits Evaluation Indicators Technical Report Version 2.0 https://www.infowayinforoute.ca/en/component/edocman/resources/reports/450-benefits-evaluation-indicators-technical-report-version-20?Itemid=101, https://www.infoway-inforoute.ca/en/solutions/benefits-evaluation/benefits-evaluation-framework

14

http://www.nehta.gov.au/get-started-with-ehealth/ehealth-benefits. Adapted from "General Practice Cost/Benefits Analysis
for Using Secure Messaging", South East Alliance of General Practice, 2008; and also see Medical Observer 16 March
2012, page 5, "Secure messaging switch could save practices $30,000 to offset PCEHR".

15

http://www.nehta.gov.au/about-nehta/nehta-publications/reports/benefits-reports/876-australian-medicines-terminologybenefits-analysis-2014-2015
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introduction to the deliverable, is that the benefits as listed in Section 6.2 will and cannot not
be operationalised, i.e. measured. At this point in the development of the economic
assessment framework, they merely serve as an illustration and snapshot of the broader
debate about potentials of realising health IT interoperability.
For the actual cost-benefit analysis towards the end of the project, we aim at a reduced list
of benefits analysed in the context of focused cases of use of terminologies.
The below figure, taken from the SemanticHealthNet project, exhibits the intricacies of
assigning benefits in the realisation of semantic interoperability. The relation between
measures taken, standards implemented and respective outputs and outcomes as well as
their actual impacts (in terms of costs and benefits) constitutes a complex system of
corresponding and intervening variables, with no clear chain of cause and effect.
Figure 9 – Benefit realisation in the complex system of (semantic) interoperability

Source: empirica, SemanticHealthNet, D7.3

On a general note, while the benefits of eHealth standards are mostly clear in theory, their
adoption to the healthcare system has proven to be difficult and rate of use is limited. In this
context, most of the evaluations conducted focus on administrative and financial
transactions rather than on delivering clinical care. Furthermore, it is very difficult to
measure the economic impact and added-value of eHealth standards, especially in
monetary units. Regarding the positive influence of eHealth standards in a modern
healthcare system, standardized terminologies have huge impact on the representation of
clinical content and the assurance of semantic interoperability. The scope and granularity of
the terminology SNOMED CT can be assumed to carry great potential to support a broad
range of eHealth use-cases concerning both primary clinical care as well as secondary use
of clinical data.
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In health economics, distinctions are made between direct, indirect and intangible benefits.
Direct benefits refer to the avoidance of resource consumption. These include for example
medication costs that are saved in avoiding duplicated treatment. Direct benefits are
relevant to the adjustable monetary direct costs. Indirect benefits are those which are not
mapped directly in monetary terms such as productivity growth in terms of human capital
approach. Intangible benefits are favourable results that cannot be represented in monetary
terms, e.g. improvement of health.
Applying these general definitions to the field of eHealth, direct benefits could be saved
costs for using a free-of-charge standard instead of a comparable solution that is tied to
license costs. These savings can be easily expressed in monetary units. It is much more
difficult to quantify the added-value of Electronic Health Records (EHR), in terms of indirect
benefits, for example productivity growth through process optimization. However, one of the
biggest challenges is to assess the contribution of eHealth standards to the improvement of
health or better patient-outcome.
Chapter 6.2 is dedicated to an initial overview of benefits indicators. It contains definitions
and assumptions on benefit indicators concerning the use of SNOMED CT as a theoretical
basis for the cost-benefit analysis in WP 3. After naming and describing the relevant benefit
indicators, experts will be invited to review the list of indicators with their knowledge and
perspective in the framework of the Second Expert Validation Workshop. We expect the
reviewed set of benefit indicators to be substantially reduced to the more immediate
positive impacts of cost reduction in a cross-border and information infrastructure
development scenario.
Concerning the methodology, the following information on benefit indicators is summarized
from a wider range of specialist literature taken from PubMed and Google Scholar. We
have also looked into relevant materials and documents from IHTSDO. As a result, 14
different benefit indicator categories were identified, nine with related sub-categories. We
enlist here the type of benefits, which some of the non-economic literature documents as
the ideal and maximum benefits achievable and where standardized clinical vocabularies
are one of the core enablers for their realisation.
So far, these are the benefits, which the literature describes as the main benefits
achievable from structured and meaningful representation of clinical data. The difficulties in
defining specific benefit indicators are the number of assisting and confounding factors,
which are affecting the realization of the benefits. Hence, common for the categories
identified is that standardized clinical vocabularies are a core enabler for these.
Subsequently, WP3 will refine and reduce these categories into more pragmatic indicators,
which could realistically be operationalised, and, applied in concrete use cases or adoption
scenarios, could be quantified for subsequent use in the CAB tool.

6.2

List of benefit indicator categories

As already mentioned in section 3.1, this is an initial list of potential benefits many of which
relate to indirect impacts and to the contribution of standardised terminology to the full /
improved realisation of benefits from the use of interoperable eHealth solutions. The
suggested categorisation cannot make clear cuts and some indicators and descriptions are
therefore repetitive. Both the categories and the indicators with their initial description are
an early stage draft, subject to detailed review, revision and validation in the coming
months.
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I. Benefits for healthcare
As already mentioned, the classic benefits sought through EHR implementation include
easier patient access to care, improved safety and better healthcare outcomes as a result
of more efficient exchange and reuse of patient-focused clinical information between health
care providers. SNOMED CT enables the realization of these benefits by providing
healthcare organizations with a standard way to encode clinical information for storage and
exchange. Information encoded with SNOMED CT is not only visible within a receiving
system but is also interoperable with system workflows and other decision support tools.
Improved care processes
Improved access to patient data
The use of SNOMED CT may provide improved access to standardized patient clinical
data. The terminology, or rather, its implementation, enables more effective, meaningful
representation of clinical information in EHR solutions.
SNOMED CT enables patient clinical data to be stored the same way in different healthcare
systems or levels of healthcare (primary healthcare system or specialist's healthcare).
Patients' health data can be shared between different healthcare providers across the
healthcare system. It allows more efficient exchange and reuse of accurate clinical
information.
Support of day-to-day clinical decisions
SNOMED CT helps enable automated reasoning, e.g. decision support. SNOMED CT
seems to be the best available terminology for the display of medical use cases complying
with government requirements for meaningful use and certification and to facilitate decision
support16.
SNOMED CT codes are not only visible within a receiving system but are typically also
interoperable with system workflows and decision support tools. Clinicians can make use of
defined structure of data to support their judgement on patient condition and treatment
decision.
Better risk factor assessment
Regarding structured data displayed in EHRs, it is possible to create certain value sets out
of SNOMED CT content that support better risk factor assessment.
In this context, it is possible to express for example risk assessment scales through
SNOMED CT concepts in the framework of screening methods. Gathered information will
be useful for a variety of purposes, like registries or research activities.
Raised productivity and efficiency of healthcare
This indicator category specifies in which way SNOMED CT may affect productivity and
effectiveness of care in a positive way.

16

Lee D, Cornet R, Lau F, de Keyzer N. A survey of SNOMED CT implementations. Journal of Biomedical Informatics , S.
46 (2013)87-97.
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Enabling efficient search of patient records and retrieval of relevant patient information
A SNOMED CT enabled EHR can be used to identify key medical facts, present
opportunities and reduce risks of errors of omission or commission.
A unique and well-organized information system, based on structured data displayed via
SNOMED CT, allows easy search and data retrieval. Physicians do not need to re-enter the
same information (diagnose, drugs, treatment) several times into the system and with some
training they will be able to search quickly for relevant data in the EHR. Using a semantic
query is a powerful alternative to other lexical or classification system based methods of
specifying clinical criteria.
SNOMED CT encoded data will allow queries at the granulation level of clinical care. Using
this terminology, standardized details are ideally bound together by the concept model
which will make it possible to answer queries like: In which veins did we place a stent
during vascular surgery, and does the placement influence mortality rates?
Support clinical decisions
SNOMED CT allows healthcare professionals (HCP) to capture and encode clinical
information using clinician friendly language and at an appropriate level of detail. A suitable
clinical terminology is required to support user adoption of structured documentation tools
needed to host decision support tools. Description logic of SNOMED CT allows decision
support authors to specify rules semantically using clinically meaningful criteria.
Several system features of a decision support tool integrating the description logic of
SNOMED CT were identified as being unique and significant for improvement of clinical
practice. These include automatic provision of computer based decision support as part of
clinician workflow, provision of recommendations rather than just assessments, provision of
decision support at the time and location of decision making.
Enhanced transparency of information
By using the same coding system on a national and international basis, it is possible to
share and use relevant data and information at different levels and for different purposes.
Unique coding systems enable usage of transparent data. With a multi-granular terminology
like SNOMED CT it is possible to display difficult and complex medical information in a
standardized way.
Reduction of double-testing
SNOMED CT enables the reduction of double-testing-expenditure on unnecessary
duplicated test via interoperable clinical information transfer. Tests results are shared
among different healthcare providers in the healthcare system without gaps of
documentation and delivery time.
Better performance in management and research
Using SNOMED CT helps organizations to monitor performance of its protocols, disease
management programs and physician support tools.
Organizations that use SNOMED CT can identify gaps in healthcare services through
standardized data display and easily recognize when inappropriate or contra-indicated
therapies from treatment plans and monitoring tools have to be excluded.
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Improved health impact and patient outcomes
Patient safety
Exchange of structured data is very important for patient safety. If there is a need for urgent
surgery, the medical team must have the relevant information on allergy, current usage of
drug, etc. from a uniquely coded patient summary.
SNOMED CT is able to display the required information in a granular and unambiguous
way, so that alerts and patient-hazard could be minimized as much as possible.
As an example, the Ministry of Health of Spain provides resources to a network of
terminology servers from which different regions may access information on identification,
components and security alert data for all commercial drugs in real time. These efforts,
along with the usage of SNOMED CT to encode disorders arising from the use of drugs into
the EHR are intended to set up a safer prescribing environment17.
Quality of care
This indicator category specifies in which way SNOMED CT is potentially contributing to
improve quality of care.
Timeliness of care
Reminders and alerts are triggered by standardized data displayed with a highly-detailed
terminology like SNOMED CT. For standardized and uniquely coded systems, it is possible
to establish procedures e.g. alerts or alarms that can reflect the status of relevant use
cases. One example may be the process of measuring blood pressure, where the data is
collected 3 times a day and an alarm will be started by the system if the systolic blood
pressure value is higher than 180 mmHG.
This kind of system alarm based on standardized data implies positive effects on patient
safety and the improvement of the timely medical treatment.
Better informed patients by structured information
The classic benefits sought through EHR implementation are easier patient access to care,
improved safety and better healthcare outcomes as a result of more efficient sharing and
reuse of patient-focused clinical information between health care providers. Patients can
get information about his health condition, status etc. on patient portal (locally, at first)
where he or she is actively involved in the healthcare process. This empowers patients with
higher independence and motivates self-management on health and lifestyle.
The basis for the improvement is structured information provided by the EHR. Additionally,
the display of information depends on functional, highly differentiated semantic standards
like SNOMED CT.

17

Romero-Gutierrez A [Internet]: Use of SNOMED CT to improve patient safety in drug prescription [updated 2013, cited
24.07.2015]. http://ihtsdo.org/fileadmin/user_upload/doc/showcase/show13/SnomedCtShowcase2013_Abstract_21.pdf
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II. Organisational, administrative & management benefits
Easier billing and reporting
This indicator category specifies in which way SNOMED CT may have a positive economic
impact in connection to the invoicing of services in the healthcare system.
Improved reporting
SNOMED CT coding includes logical representation of semantic relationships between
concepts. This allows consistent retrieval of clinical information for a wide range of purpose,
whether they are medically or economically intended where the latter is primarily significant
to billing and statutory reporting18.
Mapping to national and international classifications that feed DRG-related systems for
billing
It is possible to map SNOMED CT to national and international classification systems that
feed DRG-related systems. By using SNOMED it is possible to collect a huge amount of
information about diagnoses (via mapping SNOMED CT to the officially validated ICD
version, f e. ICD-10 – GM in Germany) and procedures (via mapping SNOMED CT to the
officially validated classification for the coding of procedures, like OPS in Germany). These
mapping activities may lead to the selection of different classification codes, which means
that diagnoses and procedures may be displayed in a favourable way to make time
consumption and costs more transparent. Additionally, this information leads to DRG that
may enable a fairer reimbursement for the stakeholders in the healthcare system.
Text mining can inform coders to optimize the selection of special codes for billing
Most clinical information is available exclusively as free text. This fulfils primary use
scenarios such as communication between health professionals, but its use in secondary
use cases like disease registries is suboptimal. This is also a problem for reimbursement of
medical services, because diagnoses and procedures have to be expressed via
classifications that are not able to represent the complexity and entirety of the healthcare
processes. Under these circumstances, it is obvious that healthcare providers face many
difficulties to recover their costs.
Such use cases are the drivers for information extraction approaches using natural
language processing.
By using text mining software that is based on SNOMED CT, it is possible to retrieve
information from the EHR that can otherwise inform coders to make better choices on the
selection of special codes for billing. This helps reimbursement of healthcare providers
across different settings.

18

IHTSDO [Internet]: SNOMED CT – Adding Value to Electronic Health Records [updated 2014; cited 20.07.2015].
Available
from:
https://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDcQFjACahUKEwiEptHYku7GAhXh33IKHf
TWA_s&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ihtsdo.org%2Fresource%2Fresource%2F16&ei=5zyvVcSWIuG_ywP0rY_YDw&usg=
AFQjCNENCIhsf6PNgv1KpcK3r8XhK98jUw&bvm=bv.98197061,d.bGQ&cad=rja
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Simplified management
This indicator category specifies in which way SNOMED CT may be able to simplify various
management processes in the healthcare management sector.
Health system management/clinical program management
Same technical implementations are required to maintain SNOMED CT use across different
departments in the healthcare system, on both national and international level. This means
that similar implementation processes and activities can be reused reducing additional
costs on developing new implementation plans (e.g. training costs).
Reduced cost of healthcare systems respective terminology maintenance
Using a highly expressive terminology like SNOMED CT on a national or international level
implies cost savings as no extra expenditure will be needed on the adoption and
implementation of an alternative terminology. The impact of resource-intense content
change management is also estimated to be lower.
Same business rules for decision support and medical alerts, based on a single highly
expressive terminology like SNOMED CT should be used on a national and international
level.

III. Benefits from better information and knowledge management
Availability of high quality data
This indicator category and its subcategories specifies in which way SNOMED CT may
improve availability and access to medical information.
Complete, clear, precise data
SNOMED CT is a comprehensive and precise clinical reference terminology that enables a
consistent way of indexing, storing, retrieving and aggregating clinical data across
specialties and sites of care19.
With the help of SNOMED CT all the necessary information concerning patient diagnosis,
including causes of the illness/disease, types of injury, location of wounds, treatment and
drugs could be documented and stored with details and precision. The clinical data is
complete and precise so the next healthcare subject/provider will have high-quality patient
data on disposal.
Data can be coded at an appropriate level of detail
SNOMED CT enables the structuring and computerizing of medical record, thereby
reducing the variability in the way data is captured, encoded and stored for clinical care of
patients and research.
SNOMED CT also improves process of information management by providing healthcare
organizations with a standard way to encode clinical information for exchange. SNOMED
CT enables coding at different (appropriate) level of detail, according to the clinical need.
19

Cornet R, de Keyzer N. Forty years of SNOMED: a literature review. BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making, S. 8
(2006):S2.
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Transfer of individualized information between different EHR Systems
Not only the coding standard of SNOMED CT can be used across information systems, the
structure for patient summary and EHR can also be shared by different systems. In that
case, individual patient data can be exchanged between different EHR systems,
irrespective of vendors, technical aspects, etc.
Consistent coding of information within EHR systems, clinical criteria within decision
support tools and abstracts of knowledge resources using SNOMED CT can help make
health information more searchable, exchangeable, reusable and interoperable across
organizations on a national and international base20.
Reduces costs by not having to aggregate data from various systems using different local
or proprietary codes
Costs associated with aggregating data from various systems into single proprietary coding
system might be reduced by simply using the same coding system such as SCT for each
system. In this case, there will no longer be costs for transforming one coding system to
another.
Furthermore, the costs associated with maintaining each of the various terminologies per
healthcare system, as well as the cost for mapping and exchanging data, would be
eliminated.
Wide field coverage across multiple disciplines
SNOMED CT is designed to support cases that meet specific national, local or
organizational requirements across multiple medical disciplines.
SNOMED CT enables consistent representation of clinical information within EHR. Its
content and design allow most types of clinical information to be represented at different
levels of detail appropriate to a wide range of use cases. The hierarchical and defining
relationships of SNOMED CT facilitate effective meaning-based information retrieval and
reuse of this information.
By using these relationships, a SNOMED CT enabled application can extract, analyze and
aggregate relevant data recorded in different settings and at different levels of detail.
Support of registries
This indicator is associated with common health registries that are supported via the use of
unique identification for certain type of data, in order to use the same value for the same
type of data. SNOMED CT is an option to display and provide interoperable data for
registries. The application of a common terminology is extremely important in the
framework of cross-border information exchanges between registries of different countries
(e.g. registries for rare diseases).
Benefits for research
This indicator category specifies in which way the use of SNOMED CT may benefit and
support different kinds of research activities.

20

Buchanan R, Koehn M [Internet]: Building the Business Case for SNOMED CT [updated 2014, cited 05.06.2015].
Available from: https://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CC8QFjABahUKEwjLotyzo7GAhXis3IKHXXJCp0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ihtsdo.org%2Fresource%2Fresource%2F98&ei=bU6vVYu4IeLnygP1k
qvoCQ&usg=AFQjCNE00baCu1rMClXPywpRAuTGm095Cg&bvm=bv.98197061,d.bGQ&cad=rja
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Clinicians, researchers, health system administrators and policy makers aggregate and
analyse available healthcare data to build an understanding of the relationships between
patient needs, medical interventions and health outcomes. Through interpretation,
aggregation, and analysis, data is converted into information and knowledge. New
treatment patterns and best practice treatment plans are devised as a direct result of
interpretations derived from information aggregation and analysis.
To optimize values, available information and knowledge of new treatment patterns or best
practices must be distributed among healthcare providers. Healthcare journals, vendors of
clinical content or decision support systems and inter-professional collaboration among
healthcare providers (within and across countries) are examples of activities which support
knowledge exchange in the healthcare settings.
Making the value of health information more accessible can, in turn, also help accelerate
the rate at which new innovations are translated into consumable knowledge products and
into practice21.
Business rules for decision support and medical alerts
The ability of an organization to effectively monitor the impact of an intervention and to fine
tune criteria is essential for realizing and sustaining improved patient outcomes through the
use of decision support tools.
Data protection and information security
SNOMED CT could contribute to improve data protection in healthcare. There must be an
established security system for patient information transfer. Security needs to be
established on several levels (hardware security, network access and protected data and
access control). A unique coding system could enable easier control of access to certain
patient clinical data. Through the information system data can be categorized according to
the coding system and enable different level of access for different actors, e.g. GP, expert
clinician, patient, etc.

IV. International dimension benefits
Multiple languages/multi-lingual, multi-cultural aspects
To date, SNOMED CT is available in multiple languages. IHTSDO member countries
created translations of their official language as well as National Extension with country
specific SNOMED CT content, including:








21

Australia: SCT AU, National Extension including Australian English
Canada: SCT CA, National Extension including English and French components
Denmark: SCT DK, National Extension including a full Danish translation
Netherlands: SCT NL, National Extension including a Dutch translation
Spain: SCT ES, National Extension including European Spanish
Sweden: SCT SE, National Extension including a full Swedish translation
United Kingdom: SCT UK, National Extension including UK English
United States: SCT US, National Extension
Buchanan R, Koehn M [Internet]: Building the Business Case for SNOMED CT [updated 2014, cited 05.06.2015].
Available from: https://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CC8QFjABahUKEwjLotyzo7GAhXis3IKHXXJCp0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ihtsdo.org%2Fresource%2Fresource%2F98&ei=bU6vVYu4IeLnygP1k
qvoCQ&usg=AFQjCNE00baCu1rMClXPywpRAuTGm095Cg&bvm=bv.98197061,d.bGQ&cad=rja
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The translations of SNOMED CT and its components are underlain with a high-level qualityassurance process monitored by the IHTSDO, to avoid errors and to prevent endangerment
of patient safety.22,23
Enhanced collaboration on national or international level
Nationally and internationally agreed concepts and terms
The goal in documenting and sharing healthcare information is to provide all stakeholders
with access to timely and accurate information based on commonly agreed concepts and
terms. This can be made possible with a terminology that provides semantic
interoperability.
SNOMED CT could play a key role in solving semantic interoperability issues in national
and cross-border situations. For example, the epSOS pilot project has retained SNOMED
CT as one of the constituents of its master value sets catalogue which ensures semantic
interoperability across the borders in the frame of the pilot24.
Impact on eHealth market
Enhancement to vendor systems
The worldwide EHR market is projected to grow at 5.5 percent annually by 2015 25. In this
context, EHR solution vendors would need to improve their products to satisfy patient and
customer needs. Using an international, multilingual standard like SNOMED CT in vendor
products, can help reduce operability barriers that currently complicate the workflows in the
healthcare system. As the delivery of interoperable products affects the customers`
willingness-to-buy, SNOMED CT equipped EHRs are an attractive offer in the healthcare
market.
Specialist niche suppliers can lever the terminology and its modelling to improve current
functionality
Knowledge translation costs are distributed among healthcare solution vendors and
consumers, potentially lowering the costs of knowledge acquisition and adoption for
individual stakeholders.
Suppliers may deliver products across the EU and beyond as they can develop regarding a
single terminology
Encoding information using an international, multilingual standard like SNOMED CT can
help reduce linguistic and economic barriers to knowledge translation and adoption.
Suppliers will get a better chance to enter the European healthcare IT-market for the
delivery of products making use of such terminologies.

22

IHTSDO [Internet]: Translations of SNOMED CT [updated 2015, cited
http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/snomed-ct-worldwide/translations-of-snomed-ct

23

IHTSDO [Internet]: Guidelines for the translation of SNOMED CT [updated 11.12.2011, cited 23.06.2015]. Available from:
https://www.google.de/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCIQFjAAahUKEwjY36K6vDGAhVLdz4KHRCEAiY&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ihtsdo.org%2Fresource%2Fresource%2F9&ei=-aSwVZj_DcvuQGQiIqwAg&usg=AFQjCNHjxY9Y5wTkizUJ4axRh2RRosWdbw&bvm=bv.98476267,d.cWw

24

epSOS
[Internet]:
epSOS
semantic
issues
[updated
2014,
http://www.epsos.eu/technical-background/semantic-issues/print.html

25

Francis J. Global Market for Electronic Health Records (EHR) Expected to Reach $22.3 Billion by the end of 2015,
According to Accenture [updated 2015, cited 20.07.2015] Available from: https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/globalmarket-for-electronic-health-records-expected-to-reach-22-3-billion-by-the-end-of-2015-according-to-accenture.htm
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Summary and outlook

This deliverable addresses the need to provide economic evidence to serve as the basis for
investigating the fitness of the international clinical terminology SNOMED CT as a potential
standard for EU-wide eHealth deployments. The literature analysis showed that previous
work focuses predominantly on technical issues of SNOMED CT implementation, and
wherever costs and benefits are discussed, they are descriptive and not quantified. The
IHTSDO through a business case study has taken significant steps towards filling the gap
by providing costs and benefits complemented by first quantification attempts and evidence
collection.
Our work builds on previous efforts in the area but goes beyond by offering a robust
framework for assessment of costs covering three scenarios related to SNOMED CT –
Adopt, Abstain, and Alternative – with the aim to provide quantifiable figures to serve
decision and policy makers in Europe.
The deliverable provides a set of cost indicators and a preliminary list of possible benefits
arising from the adoption of interoperability standards such as SNOMED CT.
The set of cost indicators is result of multiple iterations including validation by a wide range
of stakeholder groups. The indicators cover important aspects that need to be taken into
account in order to provide an overall meaningful assessment. They are the basis for
performing targeted assessments, where a subset will form the costs to be analysed for a
specific case of use.
The list of benefits in this deliverable and their categorisation are in their first iteration and
are yet to be validated by a wider audience outside the consortium. Due to the experience
with the cost development process, the benefit elicitation will run quicker and a set of
validated benefits is expected to be complete in the coming months.
An important next step in the framework development is the identification of meaningful
cases of use. These will allow for actual indicator population with real data, which can be
provided by relevant stakeholders with experience in such cases of use. Realistically, an
overall assessment is only possible when such cases of use are analysed and extrapolated.
That is why, the work package team will seek to establish links with relevant stakeholders
and work with them towards defining and assessing such cases of use.
Another goal of the WP3 team is to incorporate the assessment framework into a costbenefit tool that will ensure the sustainability of the framework beyond the ASSESS CT
project. To this end, a multi-stakeholder CBA tool is planned to be developed and provided
to all interested parties, serving as a decision support tool.
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